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EDITOR’S RANT

Banging the drum, blowing the horn … putting it out there. Whatever
you call it, survival in our fast-paced globalised society increasingly
relies on selling the brand.
More and more this may involve rising above the noise or stepping out
of your comfort zone, but before we drown in clichés, suffice to say
this has become something of a theme for this edition.
Taking place at ICC in August was the 30th edition of the annual
Australasian Gaming Expo, where over two-hundred industry suppliers
put on their best and finest in the hope of the attentions of operators.
Bells, whistles and flashing lights were the order of the day(s),
highlighting the best in brand new gaming products as well as the
crème of hospitality now and to come.
PubTIC followed this plunge into courtship, returning to the AGE’s
seminar line-up for a discussion with expert guests on the thinking,
finances and execution of renovations. We’ve attempted to encapsulate
this multi-faceted topic in this month’s major feature.
We are also entering the time of year where conscientious venues
might be putting in place their own tweaks and attractions, ready to
lure winter-weary patrons with hot new ideas. Our resident socialite,
Emma Castle, explores this evolution concept, while Adam Carswell
makes it regular practice.
Clearly related to the broader renovation process, we discuss how
reinvention holds multiple benefits, not the least of which is giving
first-timers any reason to find you. There are fringe ideas rising in
popularity you’ve probably never heard of, staying top of mind, and tips
on appealing to those elusive millennials.
I hope you can find some of the new you within.
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Catching the Early Birds
10 ideas to entice trade heading
into warmer weather

Spring is creeping over the horizon and
defrosting sun children are emerging from their
Netflix cocoons, anxious for fresh frivolity. Emma
Castle explores the latest trends
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1. “Book” Club nights

3. Floral gin garden

Often known by their unofficial but realistic name: wine club.

The gin craze is showing no signs of abating so why not
create a beautiful floral ‘gin garden’ somewhere in your pub?
Decorate the space with flowers and plants, and install a
spring-themed Instagram set to get the Millennials pouting.
As part of the gin garden promotion, you could run a series of
ticketed gin tastings and educationals, focusing on the history
of gin and the evolution of Australian gins, including products
like Ink Gin, Four Pillars’ Bloody Shiraz gin and The Australian
Botanic Garden’s gin.

Why not create a special offering for the book clubs in your
area by creating literary drinks menus bound into book
covers? You could list the favoured tipples of famous authors
(ie. Dorothy Parker drank gin, Oscar Wilde drank absinthe, and
Ernest Hemingway was partial to a dry martini) or you could
come up with a special meal deal for book clubs that meet at
your pub.
Go one step further and create your own book club, with a
nominated member of staff at the helm. Pick a book, promote
it to you book-loving patrons, and invite them along to a
special book club night once a month.

4. Spanish night
If there’s one thing that Spanish people know, it’s how to party.
Why not introduce a Basque-style pintxos (Spanish snack)
menu, or offer a range of tapas instead of your regular
entrees? Set up a sangria bar with white and red sangria,
swap the Sunday roast for a live paella cooking station and
offer a range of Spanish sherries, Cava, wines and beers to
complement the food.

2. Painting and wine
nights
Painting and wine workshops are popping up everywhere.
There are a number of specialist businesses that run these
events (eg. Margaritas & Masterpieces, Pinot & Picasso) you
could contract in. Or, hire a local art teacher to run classes in
your venue.
How it works: for a set price, the teacher demonstrates
painting techniques and the class follow along, working on
their own canvas. Each participant takes home their canvas
and the ticket price includes a certain number of drinks and
nibblies.
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5. Australian spirit tasting
night

7. Outdoor cinema in the
beer garden

Australians are known for their ability to innovate and the
world of spirits is no exception. With the exploration of native
ingredients like Davidson bush plums, Tasmania Pepper
berries and Lemon Myrtle, the results are interesting at worst,
and award-wining at best.

Nostalgic films are popular draw cards for crowds of a certain
age. Films like Dirty Dancing, Grease, Labyrinth, Breakfast Club
and Ferris Bueller’s Day Off will attract the Gen X-ers, while
Moana, Frozen and The Greatest Showman are great for family
audiences (especially during the school holidays).

A tasting flight might be from the sugar cane fields of Husk
Distillery in Byron Bay to the convict sandstone of Lark
Distillery in Hobart.

Offer your guests a movie deal where they get a meal, drink
and popcorn and you will keep them entertained – and
drinking – for hours.

You could focus on one spirit category (ie rum or whiskey),
focus on white spirits or dark spirits, or go all-in for something
weird and wonderful that includes schnapps and brandy from
places like Tamborine Mountain Distillery on the Sunshine
Coast.

Note: you will usually need to obtain a licence for the film you
wish to screen, unless it is on free-to-air TV. It is less expensive
to show art-house films and documentaries. There are also
discounts available if the event is to raise money for a charity.
Visit www.copyright.org.au for more information.

6. Sparkling brunch
Brunch is huge in places like the USA and Dubai, and the trend
for sparkling weekend brunches is making its way south in a
big way.
With a set menu, and a style of dining similar to a high tea,
give your guests the option of upgrading from house sparkling
mimosas to Champagne Bellinis. Package it up with coffee and
tea and your kitchen staff will be on their toes from 10.30am.

8. Dance classes
Have you got an event space sitting idle? Why not approach
local dance groups and offer them the space for free on
Monday, Tuesday or Wednesday? Styles like swing, rock &
roll and salsa have a dedicated following, and there’s a good
chance the dancers will stay for drinks and a meal afterwards.
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9. Wine Yoga
It’s a real thing. You set up yoga mats in your event space, and hire a local yoga instructor to run a class. The bonus for the yogis
that attend is that some of the moves involve picking up a glass of wine and drinking it.

10. Puppy parade
Is your pub pet-friendly? If your pub is in a dog-crazy suburb with lots of ‘oodle’ breeds (Poodles, Cavoodles, Groodles and
Spoodles), there’s a good chance your patrons would be into a weekend puppy parade.
Invite all your dog-owning patrons to come to a puppy playdate with pooch-friendly meals (bun-less burgers, and ‘pupcakes’),
an on-site mobile dog wash, and a photo booth where dog owners can have their photo taken with their fur child.

Out-There ideas
Are you looking for something even more niche? Here
are some hipster event concepts you can roll out for
your bearded locals.
•

Poetry readings/slam nights

•

Get a barber to do live cutthroat shaves /
beard trimming

•

Get a tattooist to do live tattooing

•

Weird wine tastings: orange and natural
wines, and unusual varietals

•

Vermouth tastings - this is a popular drink
with the cool kids

•

Scrabble or chess nights
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AGE XXX

MMXIX

2019 marked the 30th edition of the Australasian Gaming
Expo (AGE) – showcasing everything hospitality and gaming
to Australian operators and guests from NZ, Asia, the USA
and Europe, in the largest hospitality expo in the southern
hemisphere.
We scoured the stands for news on the kind of pub-style
products and services publicans might like to know.
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attracting over 2,000 guests. PubTIC’s talk on The Renovation
Cycle garnered a lot of positive feedback (see expanded
feature on topic pp.18-23).
And as always, three lucky attendees and a partner won tickets
to G2E Las Vegas in October.
The 2020 AGE will again take place at ICC Sydney, from 11 - 13
August.

GAMING NEWS
As one of the big 15 all-timers, Scientific Games (SG) put
on a big display, including an active curved LED display
crowning the stand relaying moments from its long history.
SG has always had presence at AGE, although under multiple
monikers, most recently Bally.
SG corporation (NASDAQ: SGMS) CEO Derik Mooberry stresses
the Expo is an important platform for them.
Humble beginnings back in 1990 saw 100 exhibitors greet
1,500 visitors in a single hall of the old Sydney Convention and
Exhibition Centre for the very first AGE.
This year the Expo saw 237 exhibitors occupying three halls
of the International Convention Centre, entertaining just
over 9,000 visitors over three days. Organisers, the Gaming
Technologies Association (GTA), report visitor growth in
2019 at a modest three per cent on 2018, but it represents a
buoyant 31 per cent growth since 2016.
The spectrum of suppliers on display broadened also,
counting exhibits in AV, beverage, building services, cash
handling, entertainment, finance, food, furniture, paging
and communications, security, signage and displays –
and of course, gaming, with continued growth in gaming
entertainment outside of poker machines.

“Our company is always finding new ways to elevate and
innovate the gaming floor, and AGE is where we get the
opportunity to reinforce our vision with customers.”
Supplying to gaming rooms in pubs, clubs and casinos,
SG’s hotel-oriented offerings were led this year by Hot
Hot Jackpots – featuring a novel ‘selection’ concept that
incorporates an improved ‘Action Spins’ wheel mechanic, as
an alternative to the current ‘Hold-and-Spin’-style games.
SG re-enters the Progressive Link segment with Penny Pier,
delivering the enjoyment and novelty of classic penny arcade
games with an engaging gameplay experience full of surprise
and big rewards.

In celebration of the milestone, 15 exhibitors who have
exhibited at the 30 consecutive Expos were presented with
awards, at an event on the Tuesday evening, with both visitors
and exhibitors invited.
The 30th anniversary AGE all-timers are: Allpride Signs,
Aristocrat, Aruze, Brintons Carpets, BSG Australia, Global
Gaming Industries, IGT, Jensen Data Systems, Paynter Dixon,
Plantscaping Solutions, Scientific Games, SICO South Pacific,
Sprintquip, Technoprom and VFJ Currency Equipment.
On the Thursday morning came announcement of the three
exhibitors shortlisted for this year’s Best Stand award, these
being The Christmas Tree Company, Brintons Carpets and
Jem Managed IT Services. The judges awarded the prize to
Jem, for their creative execution of brand identity and high
level of visitor engagement and interaction, while the People’s
Choice award 2019 went to IGT.
The 20 seminars held over the three days were well-attended,
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Scientific Games’ Ray Brown and Peter Wilkins
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“The modular offering sets partners on a long-term growth
trajectory by giving them the technology they need to engage
players, and an innovative roadmap of features that fuels
continuous improvement of the operator’s sportsbook.”
IGT (International Game Technology) – winners of the
People’s Choice stand award – aimed to deliver new game
play styles and more player entertainment, to promote growth
for pubs.
The stand brimmed with lights and graphics, with a VIP tour
of IGT’s history and evolution serendipitously behind a suite of
new hotel-focused games.

Multistar Legends and Super 3G, brought new variations on
progressive jackpots. Cleopatra Rising further develops IGT’s
‘Waterfall’ play, with multi-denoms, jackpots and a scalable
bonus prize. Bubble Blast is an SAP version of IGT’s strongperforming link, with “big bubble action”.
“The hotel sector needs more diversity for players and
operators,” says Nigel Turner, IGT head of marketing.

These games come in the new DUALOS X cabinet, boasting
a signature 27–27–27 look (27” HD LCD topper, main monitor
and top box; CPU4x processor; SG’s new ArgOS software
platform).
Also on show was SG’s portfolio of Sports Betting Solutions.
OpenSports offers a player-centric sportsbook solution,
encompassing end-to-end technology with trading, marketing
and product management, managed trading services, realtime data and pricing resources. The company believes it is
one of the most reliable and scalable platforms on the market.

“It was a fantastic show for us. Our immersive studio tour
at the back of the stand had over 1,000 people through it,
and Bubble Blast and our new Rising series with Cleopatra
and Fortune Rising scored most of the attention, as they are
performing very well across the country at the moment.”
***
Continuing its dominance of today’s Australian pub market,
Aristocrat invited customers to experience ‘It’s All About What’s
Inside’, as it took opportunity to showcase upcoming product
releases and gain valuable insights from the coal face.
“We presented over 48 unique titles and 19 game families,
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highlighting our breadth and depth of content, delivering the
world’s greatest gaming experience.”
The company reports the bulk of interest from hoteliers with
titles such as the latest Grand Star Link family, expanding on
the popular five-of-a-kind mechanic, and the latest Lightning
Link titles – Mine Mine Mine, Fire Idol, Dragon’s Riches and
Raging Bull – in the new Helix X cabinet. And as one of the
stars of this year’s Expo, Grand Star Link was showcased in a
themed destination area with stunning signage offerings.
“A big thank you to all of our valued customers who visited
the Aristocrat stand over the three days of AGE. Your positive
feedback and support were greatly appreciated and we look
forward to strengthening our relationships with you in the
future.”

BREW NEWS
One of this year’s first-time exhibitors was Reverse Tap,
offering a solution to some age-old busy bar issues.
A glass is placed in the computer-controlled dispenser unit,
and a perfect no-mess beer is delivered in less than half
the normal time from a tap, with no wastage. The range
of single and twin units can be adjusted to suit the beer
coming through, for a perfect head every time, and switch
off automatically, allowing the staff member to do something
else.

functions; mobile units are also available.
The rising popularity of the brew-pub has given rise to the
WilliamsWarn BrewKeg Brewery, which allows hotels to create
a true point of difference in their beverage offerings with their
own brand of beer.
WilliamsWarn report the microbrewery solution delivers
above 85 per cent gross margin through the tap, from a
variety of ingredient bases it offers. This equates to a threemonth payback, on minimal capital, making it low-risk.
Production starts at 50 or 150 litres per week, and is scalable
as tap volume grows. It can be operated by and further utilise
existing staff.
The system offers patrons uber-fresh and locally-made beer,
and marketing director Sean Toohey told PubTIC it got a lot of
interest with publicans.
“The response we received at our first showing at AGE this
year was staggering.
“Our conversations with the industry informed us that point of
difference and margin are their two top priorities and we were
able to demonstrate a strong alignment to those needs.”

The system uses bespoke glasses, which are fully glasswasher
safe, or disposable plastic cups, which can be re-filled. The
dispensers would particularly suit high-volume situations or

IDEAS NEWS
Video Gamers League (VGL) makes it possible for pubs to host
get involved with Esports. Esports taps into the mega-billiondollar market of online gaming, reported to be worth more
than the top five American sports leagues combined.
Pubs and other licensed venues are increasingly finding it
difficult to attract 18-25-year-olds, who aren’t as interested in
alcohol and the kind of appeal usually on offer. The tried and
tested trivia and poker nights similarly hold little or no appeal,
but mention video game tournaments with some prize money
and suddenly Gen-Ys want to be engaged with the event and
the venue.
VGL offers an end-to-end solution, providing equipment,
games and promotional material to press the millennials’
buttons.
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“VGL has run over 200 Esport events in pubs and clubs
throughout NSW,” reports founder Michal Morgan.
“We make it easy and accessible for venues to get involved in
one of the fastest-growing global industries.”

Not confined to the business of festive season, the stand also
featured a range of other ornamental shapes, such as giant
wrapped gift boxes and stars, which could add sparkle to
functions year-round.
Products are available online for customers throughout
Australia.

Empowered Vision – long-time supplier of LCD and marketing
screens for venues – showcased its latest product, the LCD
Hand Sanitiser.
Another first-timer, The Christmas Tree Company was a show
for the most luminous stand of 2019, festooned with striking
sculptures, shapes, and of course ornamental trees.

The units come as free-standing or wall-mounted, and best
placed at the entrances to the gaming area or bistro, offering
patrons the option of dispensed hand sanitiser, beneath a
screen displaying in-house promotions.

The business is owned and operated by proprietor of the Dural
Christmas Tree Farm, Leo Demasi, calling on almost 20 years’
experience in Christmas trees to develop a range of the finest
quality and realistic artificial trees, plus a range of white, black,
snow-flecked and pre-decorated Christmas trees.

The products can be purchased outright ($2350) or leased on
a monthly basis (Freestanding $122/m, Wall-Mounted $112/m
+ GST). They come with licence-free access to Empowered
Vision’s cloud-based software, where operators can easily
create and schedule their own content for the LCD screens.
General manager Justin Troy reports they saw “a good amount
of interest from pubs” looking to provide added amenity for
gaming and dining patrons.
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A regular face at AGE and winner of the ‘People’s Choice’
award in 2018, boasting a resplendent silver caravan turned
coffee house, Hennessy Hand-Crafted Coffee was this year
touting more than fine caffeine, with an assortment of
beverage options for licensed venues.
The company brought its usual line-up of what’s new in
coffee service in licensed premises, as well as the new
mobile equipment made for function rooms.
A brand-new European machine called Tutto is all-in-one
and easy for staff to use, with coffee grinder incorporated. It
is targeted for back-of-bar use, and in gaming areas.
Beyond the coffee came the new beverage dispense centre
for VIP gaming areas, serving soup, chai lattes, French vanilla
and hot chocolate.
Also, a collaboration with SHOTT Beverages in licensed
venues heralded Hennessy’s pub-style ‘cocktail hour’, which
was celebrated at its AGE stand in the afternoons.
John Hennessy believes this system, incorporating a new
range of shot mixes, are a GP winner for pubs.
“It allows you to make quality alcoholic and non-alcoholic
cocktail beverages – fast,” he said.
“Another big thing for us this year was showcasing our
education capabilities as a company; the importance of staff
training in providing a beverage to the sophisticated coffee
consumer.”
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The

Renovation
Recycle

Recent years have seen the addition of a program of seminars to the
annual Australasian Gaming Expo (AGE), and again this year PubTIC
hosted one of the sessions, looking at The Renovation Cycle in pubs.
Considering this subject in the context of the competitive pub
marketplace, we determined to look at both design and construction,
and the kind of financial management considerations that could – or
should – frame a lot of the decision-making process.
The seminar itself comprised Clyde Mooney leading the questions,
with guests on stage, architects Tom and Ania Bergstrom and financial
specialist Mark Wilkins.
Tom holds a degree from the university of Oregon and is registered in
NSW and Western Australia; Ania in NSW and Queensland. They cofounded their company in 2000 and specialise in hospitality design; Tom
largely the business, while Ania leads the design direction.

Clyde Mooney, editor

For input on the financial side, Mark Wilkins of Capital Claims boasts 20 years’ experience assessing and
reporting on commercial and investment properties, identifying tax depreciation benefits for assets and
construction in acquisition and renovation.
This feature takes highlights from our seminar panel. We’ve expanded on some points by inviting
contributions by building companies specialising in pubs.
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Good reasons to renovate and the importance of identifying
your markets
Tom Bergstrom: “One of the simplest reasons can be the
competitor up the road has just renovated and he’s killing it,
stealing business. It could be demographics are changing in
the suburb, or the competition has gotten heavier, with small
bars, for example.”
Ania Bergstrom: “It’s critical to understand who we’re
designing for. There is a lot of variety in cultural groups and
expectations in the market. Also, within a pub itself, you might
have several different users groups.”
Ania explained how considering the type of clientele and
venue atmosphere will affect not only the look but also the
tone of spaces, which may similarly affect frequency and its
level of ‘trendy’. From this, the level of ‘investment’ in elements
of a renovation can follow.
Mark Wilkins: “The life expectancy of a fit-out will largely
determine the material and the quality of the project; rural or
regional pubs, which may only get a renovation every new
generation, compared with the more fast-fashion setting of a
metropolitan venue, which needs to be on-trend.
“It’s about how long do we need to recoup the expenditure.
When done properly and effectively we can make sure we

can recoup a lot early in the process. The idea for us is to
maximise cashflow, through effective use of tax legislation,
and awareness of the benefits in the expenditure – beyond the
commercial aspect of the operation.
“You used to try to get things claimed as repairs and
maintenance, to get them into an annual or immediate
deduction, but with small business write-offs available these
days – up to $30k capital expenditure in equipment items,
fixed or movable – much can typically be claimed in the first
12 months.
“For example, tiles – 40 years before you can recover the
whole expenditure, where if you’re looking at floor coverings
or a floating floor, quite different in the way deductions can
be made. Usually these are going to run over $30k, but it’s
going to go into a different asset pool. The deductions claimed
would typically be 50 per cent within two years, 85 per cent
within five years, 97 per cent in the first ten years, compared
with tiles – you’d only have claimed 25 per cent after ten
years.
“Considering your assets or your material selection can
actually determine how quickly you can recoup those costs.
Consider how long you anticipate having that fit-out or that
style as a theme or fixture, and try to factor in just how quickly
that can be recouped.”
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From identifying market and expectations, guiding aspects
such as material selection and finish, more factors affecting
design can be assessed.
Ania Bergstrom: “We’ve got to really understand from the
beginning what kind of job it is: structural renovation, or
cosmetic. For example, a greenfield site we did in Perth, with
a limited amount per square metre, we used brick because
we could use to that to our advantage in the interiors. On the
flipside, I have clients where we know it just has to be a lick of
paint and put in new furniture and we can achieve 50 per cent
of a new look. It’s a cost-value proposition.”
Tom Bergstrom: “Sometimes it’s dictated by circumstances.
You wake up one morning and the pub up the road has
just completed a new fit-out and half your clients are gone
overnight. That’s usually an argument you need to do
something fast to get those clients back. You don’t have two
years to do the whole DA process, structural change to the
building and then a fit-out, we need to do a very fast and dirty
fit-out – change the look of your front bar, change the look
of the bistro, win those customers back quickly otherwise the
business hits that downward spiral, which you can’t afford.
“That’s often a reason to do the fast, cosmetic fit-out, which
may have cheaper finishes that aren’t going to last the
distance. If there are real operational issues that are causing
extra pain and causing extra costs, for example you’ve got
three bars in an old pub and want to consolidate to one
central bar, you want to spend some money on doing that
properly, so it lasts a long time.”

Hotel Rose Bay – before

Hotel Rose Bay – after.
Images: Fugen Constructions
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The Cycle, The Vision
We’ve discussed how capital expenditure is largely grouped
into structural and aesthetic works. This separation is key to
the decision-making process, but affects operators differently
depending on their level of ownership. One of the country’s
largest and most commercially-minded operators, Australian
Venue Company (AVC), now with over 150 pubs around the
country, suggests it looks at a five- to seven-year lifecycle
for fit-outs in its venues. But AVC’s business model is based
on having all leasehold operations. What kind of information
should be considered by freeholders versus leaseholders?
Mark Wilkins: “The freeholder has got the absolute vision
for the property. They may be renovating for a quick profit,
to get the books going then get a quick cash flip and move
on. If in there for the long haul, they need to have a good
understanding of their market to know how much expenditure
to put into a particular fit-out.
“A leaseholder will typically have the right to renovate the
asset at some stage throughout the lease, and typically in
fit-outs, whoever has the right to remove has the right to
claim. The structure of the building is held with the land, with
the freeholder, but soft furnishings and so forth will actually
sit on the leaseholder side of the ledger. The leaseholder
needs to have a great understanding of effective cashflow
management, so they can recoup costs as soon as possible,
and typically speaking, the fit-out side of a construction or
renovation is going to be a very quick cashflow recoup.”

Hotel Rose Bay – before

Hotel Rose Bay – after.
Images: Fugen Constructions
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FEATURE
The factors discussed thus far have been largely outside
what is probably the most frequent overarching motivation
for renovation, being expansion or improvements to the
business, but these are in turn also driven by design or finance
considerations.
Tom Bergstrom: “Important in efficiency is designing the
layout so it has flexibility, so areas can ebb and flow as the
crowd expands and contracts through the day, not have dead
areas that are only heaving for one or two hours a day. We try
to design so that people are comfortable in the space if they’re
eating dinner, but also if they’re having a few drinks, trying to
keep those customers there.”
A decision to improve the business balances doing something
new versus maintaining the status quo, and this can even
include elements before the time of the current owner.
Mark Wilkins: “Cashflow projection is a large part of it, in terms
of whether work is done as a whole renovation or a quick tartup to get you through, but also important is addressing what
was there before you start. Looking at the holistic process
gives us a better understanding of the financial aspects.
“Are there deductions still as hangovers from previous owners
and previous renovations? The new owner or leaseholder can
actually claim them as part of that bigger picture.”

The Works
With market and spend and design concept decisions in hand,
the job of the job itself begins, often quickly encountering
influences outside the property.
Tom Bergstrom: “The two areas we look at long before lodging
a DA are noise and parking, even to the point of getting
mechanical engineers in early. With parking, a lot of councils
today have parking contributions; nobody wants to put $20k
a car space into council. Can we get a traffic report that will
argue we’re not actually increasing the traffic in the area?
Energy – the performance of your building. Requirements are
getting stricter and stricter. That’s a building code issue that
needs to be addressed. These are issues that can affect the
design these days, particularly acoustics.
“If you’ve got accommodation in your pub, councils look
very closely at the fire safety. That could create extra hidden
costs. Discovering and assessing these things quite early is
important.
“If you’re really looking at a substantial change to a venue,
maybe there’s an argument for closing and having a big grand
opening, as opposed to opening little areas one after another
that may not have the same impact on the new market.”
The size of a project will shape execution decisions, but what
are the construction arguments for closing and completing
versus carrying out works in stages? Stephen Flannery, MD of
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Fugen Construction weighs in.
“There are advantages to particular approaches with any
construction project. In my experience 99.9 per cent of pub
venues cannot afford to fully close down during construction
works, so it’s common to complete the works in stages.
However, the more stages the greater the construction costs.
Most often it’s a balancing act between planning construction
work in stages and maintaining cost efficiencies.
“The most important aspect of any pub renovation is timing;
when does it start, and when does it need to finish. When is
the business able to sustain some disruption? For example, a
venue should not be starting construction works in the leadup to Christmas – the busiest and most eventful period of the
year.”
Are there other considerations for one big project or smaller
stages?
Mark Wilkins: “Typically being able to get in there with
closed doors is going to be the quicker, more cost-effective
approach. You’re not having to pay for traffic management
and temporary structures, your construction can go in there,
rip tear and bust and get a good clean run.
“But clientele is your number one issue; are you going to take
the gamble of letting them walk down the road and have to
pull them back once you open the doors again. And licensing:
once you’re closed for six weeks you need to surrender your
licence for a period of time then bring it back, so staying
trading is going to have some benefits.”
Frequently the cause of construction delays and budget
blowouts can come from finding unexpected problems. Shane
Dalton, commercial director at Unita Construction, suggests
the builder can be a key part of cost identification.
“Early engagement and consultation with a builder during the
design and concept phase is very important. Looking at the
buildability and functionality of the design proposal, along
with cost-planning, will ensure the concept and budget align.
“Most commonly, unknown or hidden problems are found
within the wall and ceilings, particularly when venues are
over 100 years old. It’s likely they’ve had several renovations
over their lifetime with varying levels of success and quality
workmanship.”
Despite the threat of the unknown, whether arising from
hidden surprises or even attempts at change that haven’t
found the mark, the process of carrying out capex works can
usually be made to have positive effects on the business itself.
Mark Wilkins: “Even if annual deductions have been previously
claimed, someone goes through and tears out the bar or
rips out rooms, whatever has costs attributed, immediate
deductions become available. If it goes to the skip, the writeoff of those assets immediately come to your ledger.”

ON THE JOB

Keeping Your Venue Brand

Visible
Adam Carswell is owner-operator of devoted Bendigo establishment the Cambrian Hotel,
offering reflections on regional realities for the modern pub.

Without the luxury of a limitless budget, getting your name
out there (and keeping it there) in a crowded market is tricky
for any venue. But with a little bit of strategic thinking and a
dash of creative flair, it certainly isn’t impossible.

We also attempt to keep things interesting through a mix
of monthly, yearly and one-off occasions. For example, our
monthly offering is the only comedy night in central Victoria
open to all-comers.

Something that’s increasingly worked for us is making sure
to have a minimum of one or two events constantly on
the horizon – not only in an effort to drive traffic, but also
to promote (or at least create the impression) that we’re a
business never sitting on its hands.

Now, after successfully staging 12 in a row, not only can
we guarantee a certain number of attendees every time, it’s
helped us forge a close relationship with the organisers of the
fledgling Bendigo Comedy Festival.

The promotional aspect of anything you’re planning should
be treated just as seriously as the actual event, as it’s a great
chance to talk about your business in a contextualised way.
We see our ‘sweet spot’ for having the finer details locked in as
about one month prior to the event.
Building on this, we know if we can manage to plan at least
one event every month, we’re effectively maintaining an
unbroken, indirect brand awareness campaign.
An important matter to also consider is that any event you
decide to put your name to should go hand-in-glove with the
overall image that you’re trying to promote for your venue.
As we like to present ourselves as a little bit edgy, a little
bit innovative, and 100 per cent independent, we tend to
steer clear of well-worn concepts such as trivia nights/poker
tournaments and the like, in favour of more unusual ideas (for
Bendigo anyway) such as open mic comedy, album launches,
beer tastings and vegan nights.

This has been a fantastic side benefit, as getting involved
in well-known (and well-attended) festivals in our local
community is another avenue that we vigorously pursue.
We’re long-time supporters of the Bendigo Blues and Roots
Music Festival (early November), for instance, and have a loose
arrangement that we’ll host a bunch of bands on the Friday
evening of the Festival every year.
As well as putting together an awesome night that attracts
excellent attendance, we’re featured in the festival guide (of
which thousands of copies are printed annually), and usually
get a fair bit of love from the bands promoting the gig too.
We’ve also become an integral part of the ‘Bendigo on the
Hop Winter Beer Festival’ (late August) – hosting the opening
party on the Friday night and setting up a ‘pop-up pub’ in
the centre of town on the Saturday. It’s always a fantastic
(albeit exhausting) weekend that generates plenty of genuine
publicity, plus newly-minted customers to boot.

One of the Cambrian’s first forays into the Festival Circuit - Picnic with the Mad Hatter, at the Bendigo Botanic Gardens, March 2015
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TRENDING NEWS
Arthur Laundy won the race to Drummoyne’s big Oxford Hotel
for circa $42 million, securing a deal in just two weeks from
owner-operators Michael Wiggins and Joanne Cassar.

Built 1848, the Royal Hotel occupies a generous 1,760sqm site
in the heart of Richmond, around sixty kilometres out of the
Sydney CBD.

Wiggins and Cassar bought the Oxford from Iris Group in
2015 for around $34 million, after selling their prized Royal
Exhibition, which coincidentally, was Laundy’s second-ever
pub, back in 1965.

The Wynnes’ CBD pub Martin Place Bar was compulsorily
acquired for a new Metro station. Since then they have been
actively looking to redeploy the capital, but not until they had
“found the appropriate” opportunity.

The historic Oxford is a landmark of Drummoyne, on a
974sqm corner site at Victoria and Lyons Roads. It boast a
thriving food & beverage operation and is a consistent gaming
top-performer.

“In the Royal Hotel at Richmond, we have found such a
property,” offered Peter.

Laundy learned of the Oxford sale and moved quickly to
inspect, meeting with Wiggins and Cassar, and a deal was
swiftly done, early in the campaign.
“All I can say about Mike and Jo is they are as honourable
people as I have ever done business with in the hotel trade,”
said Laundy.

The atypical family to family sale in this asset class did not
buck the trend of yield contraction, HTL reporting the Royal
demonstrated all the key fundamentals of a high-performing
metro Sydney operation.

PUBS HOLD BREATH OVER
OUTDOOR SMOKING BAN
In July North Sydney Council (NSC) became the first in NSW
to ban all smoking outdoors, bringing new challenges for pubs
and people indulging in a legal activity and industry fears of
further rollout.
Following consideration and submissions, NSC voted to bring
a total smoking ban to the North Sydney CBD. The precinct is
the State’s second-largest business district, with thousands of
workers commuting to its high-rise office buildings every day.
A study found 80pc of local residents supported the ban.

Former Wallaby Bill Young has resumed Glebe legend the
Friend In Hand, buying back from long-term owners the Byrne
family.
William Kevin Young, son of hotelier Bill Young (Sr), played
46 tests for Australia over a six-year international career.
Bill senior’s first pub was the Friend in Hand, built 1858 in
working-class Glebe. He sold it in 1983 to the Byrne family.
Earlier this year they quietly listed the pub with HTL Property,
finding conclusion with the next generation of Young.
“We are very proud of the Byrne family’s nearly four decades
of ownership, and are delighted that our family legacy is in
appropriate hands,” offers Michael Byrne.

Long-time owners Mal Russell and family divested their big
Richmond landmark to in-limbo industry stalwarts Peter and
Karen Wynne for $18 million.
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The motion was driven by the Heart Foundation, which is
currently working with other jurisdictions around the country,
including Melbourne, Tamworth and Hobart. North Sydney
Mayor Jilly Gibson offered that smokers working in the area
can smoke at home, suggesting the ban will produce “a
cleaner CBD and a healthier CBD”.
Peter Calligeros, owner of the Rag & Famish and President
of Harbourside Liquor Accord, was one of the 577
submissions, suggesting the ban puts venues at a “competitive
disadvantage” with neighbouring precincts. He believes
smokers – patrons or not – will be forced into pubs with
smoking areas.
“Those venues should not be placed in a position where they
are seen to be the only viable option for smokers within the
CBD.”
The Accord offered alternatives, such as limiting the ban to
working hours, prior to evening patronage, and dedicated
public smoking areas.
For the immediate future council rangers will not issues
fines, instead aiming to educate people on the new rules.
Mayor Gibson encourages “everyone in the community” to be
involved in the policing.

TRENDING NEWS
Woolworths finally announced its strategy to divest its
contentious Hotels division. The ASX-listed company (WOW)
released plans to merge Endeavour Drinks and Australian
Leisure & Hospitality (ALH) into Endeavour Group Limited
(EGL).
The new business will turn over around $10bn, producing
around $1bn EBITDA. Together they were responsible for over
30 per cent of WOW’s FY19 earnings. The Mathiesons, who
own 25pc of ALH, will own 14.6pc of EGL.
Following the merger, WOW intends to divest the majority of
its 85.4pc through private sale or an IPO, retaining a minority
stake. This is forecast to be completed in 2020.
Advisors note capex in the hotels and liquor divisions does
not reconcile with earnings and are well below typical
reinvestment; at least a third at ALH spent on maintaining
gaming offerings across 286 gaming rooms.
New board members may shake up the gaming-centric
portfolio, likely leading to significant portfolio hygiene.

Entertainment Venues Australia (EVA) sank into liquidation,
leaving in doubt the future of its five operations in the
Adelaide.
Initial news was two of its pubs, Royal Terrace and Glenelg
Pier, had closed due to a trading halt, each displaying “not
open today” signs for days. Both pubs were purchased by EVA
last year, after the failing of their previous owners.
EVA’s Brougham Hotel then also closed, with reports its
licences had been suspended and the landlord taken
possession.
The listed director of EVA is Elli Cakar, who also owns a
separate development company. Specialist accountancy
Duncan Powell was appointed liquidator, as multiple creditors
join an action to close Cakar’s company over financial
disputes.

an Al Capone speakeasy, created by acclaimed hospitality
architect Paul Kelly.
It features a modern American sports bar, with booth seating
set against walnut, and exposed brickwork and metals,
softened by indoor plants cascading from the walls and
ceilings. The centrepiece bar, framed by blue timber panels
and brass halo lighting, pours a full spectrum of craft beers,
and premium wine, spirits and cocktails. Outside, the northfacing terrace offers white umbrellas and vibrant décor.
The menu is inspired by the ‘red sauce’ American-Italian
dining experience, offering Chicago culinary staples, such
as more than ten varieties of 18-inch pizzas, and a range of
burgers and sandwiches.

Marcello Colosimo’s Momento Hospitality announced its new
build Mullane’s Hotel, set to bring modern Italian theming
and a craft distillery to part of Sydney “crying out” for artisan
sophistication.
The impressive new multi-level destination in Baulkham
Hills has been christened Mullane’s, in recognition of longtime local, Councillor and Shire President Bernard ‘Bernie’
Mullane. Its three levels each boast their own distinct identity,
headlined by an upmarket 120-seat Italian restaurant and bar
Sarino’s. The fit-out will see exposed brick, plush upholstery
and custom metallic lighting pendants hanging from double
height ceilings.
“Sarino’s is inspired by Italian craftmanship, cooking
techniques and a passion for fresh, local produce that has
been handed down through generations,” explains Momento
CEO Marcello Colosimo. “The name ‘Sarino’ is a tribute to my
father – it was his nickname growing up in Calabria.”
Level one will feature a dedicated on-site craft distillery,
producing a range of craft spirits. The extensive beverage list
will present over 200 selected wines, and reinvented classic
Italian cocktails.
Mullane’s Hotel is set to open to the public in September, with
Sarino’s following in October.

VENUES BUSTED FOR INTOX
AND MINOR GAMING
A visit by Liquor & Gaming NSW inspectors to Bathurst’s
Elephant & Castle Hotel in 2017 found several intoxicated
women at a ‘Ladies takeover’ charity function, featuring
topless male waiters.

John Feros’ JDA Hotels has announced the opening of its
large-scale pub development at the former Jannali Inn,
welcoming Union Place Hotel to the Shire.
Acquired in 2015 from the Durkin family, who built the pub in
1958 and ran it for 59 years, JDA secured its own plans and the
Inn was demolished in 2016. JDA has now built 89 apartments
in two towers above a brand-new pub at street level, Union
Place Hotel – a boutique ‘Chicago-style’ pub reminiscent of

One woman was seen riding on the back of a male waiter,
and one waiter was found to not have a valid RSA card.
Bathurst Local Court fined the licensee $2,500 for permitting
intoxication, and gave a 12-month conditional release order
for allowing a staff member to serve alcohol without an RSA
card.
In July the NSW District Court dismissed the appeal, Judge
Helen Syme citing the “lack of diligence by bar staff” and
noting the situation was not assisted by the licensee having
remained upstairs throughout the entire incident.
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